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Project 2000 bolsters
its team with the arrival
of new professionals
Headed by its American parent company Lippert Components, the Italian based Project
2000 grew significantly in 2016. With the arrival of two new managers to head its technical
and sales divisions, Project 2000 prepares to further consolidate its market presence.

Words Andrea Cattaneo

roject 2000’s growth continues,
expanding its international reach: an
industry leader in the production of
steps, TV bracket and lifting bed solutions,
the Italian based company achieved gratifying results in this past season and is readying itself to take on the coming years in a
renewed dimension. As we all know, Project
2000 was acquired by Lippert Components
one year ago. The company’s founder, Davide
Nardini, who has stayed at the helm, has provided renewed impetus in pursuing major
business goals, and Project 2000 is now
strengthening its corporate structure in an
effort to further increase its growth on the
international stage. Two new professionals
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will make their entry: they are Ursula Scalia
and Alessio Tintorini, two managerial figures
hired with the specific intent of boosting the
sales and technical divisions.
“Project 2000 is already a success story, but
we can improve further,” states Davide
Nardini, “and to do this we need to develop
a mid to long term growth strategy, offering
a valid range of products that will evolve
technically and take into account the needs
of a changing market, while remaining close
to our customer base in order to better
understand their needs.”
In this context, the inclusion of Ursula Scalia
to lead the sales division is a fundamental
move: already well versed in the RV sector,

with nearly ten years
experience during which
time she worked for a
variety of companies,
including the German
based Webasto, the new
manager is well acquainted
with the dynamics of a multinational company, and
will provide better coordination between a business reality such as Project
2000 and the much larger Lippert Components.
Ursula Scalia spent four
years at Webasto, in a dual
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From the left: Gianluca Papaleo and Ursula Scalia

The technical department

capacity: on the one hand, she filled the position of key account
manager, alongside directional customers for the Trigano VDL group,
and on the other she helped manage and coordinate the sector’s business development through Webasto subsidiaries outside Germany, in
strategic countries such as France, the U.K., Italy and Spain.
“I’ve certainly accumulated a wealth of experiences in the industry,”
explains Ursula Scalia, head of sales and marketing at Project 2000,
“and I know all the major players and internal dynamics of the recreational vehicle sector. In this new position, the intension is to dedicate
myself totally to our customers, acting as a constant support in order
to acknowledge their needs and propose new products developed
thanks to their suggestions. My entry in a corporation such as Lippert
Components allows Project 2000 to reinforce our proximity to customers – a feature we have always been recognized for.” Ursula Scalia
will coordinate a work group that includes the experienced input of
two technical area managers, who will divide the
global market, guaranteeing Project 2000’s commercial presence in various countries throughout Europe and abroad. The addition to the technical division also
stems from a desire to further
enhance
customer proximity, through the
implementation
of new solutions
that acknowledge
market inputs and
pre-empt upcoming

trends. The technical
division will also
include Valerio
Atzeni
and
Matteo Faggi,
and will be
headed
by
Alessio Tintorini,
who for fifteen years was a
technical manager and research and development
supervisor at a professional catering equipment design manufacturer.
“For a number of years, I designed electromechanical machinery,”
says Alessio Tintorini, technical division manager at Project 2000,
“creating prototypes and subsequently overseeing product engineering. I believe that in the future we’ll need to focus increasingly on
greater technological efficiency in processes, always following our
customers’ input in developing new ideas, because product customization must remain a focal point for Project 2000.”
It would thus appear that all elements are in place to allow the company to grow as efficiently as possible, in the wake of its excellent performance in 2016 –a truly positive year that saw Project 2000 grow
by 30%, with sales in the U.S.A. remaining unchanged compared to
2015, but with a consistent increase in Europe, in addition to good
results both in Europe and at an intercontinental level. This growth is
only in part due to the positive trend in the market, as decisive factors
included the implementation of product ranges on consolidated
customers and the acquisition of new customers, in addition to the
introduction of brand new products that have been very successful.

Company Profile

roject 2000 was founded in 1995 as a sole proprietorship, experiencing constant growth that has led
to a market leadership position in the recreational vehicle sector, for the manufacturing of retractable steps
(electric, electronic and manual), LCD television bracket
mounts and height adjustment solutions for beds. All
metal workmanship processes are carried out in-house,
and all step design prototypes undergo a battery of operating tests and structural stress tests using equipment
and instrumentation that is specifically designed for this
purpose.Project 2000 obtained its Certificate of
Suitability for mass production in 2010. In 2013 the company initiated a partnership deal with Lippert
Components in the U.S. market, and in 2016 Lippert
Components acquired Project 2000.
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